Build an intelligent supply chain.

5 forces shaping supply chain today

These factors are shaping the way manufacturers design, make, sell, source, and supply products:

- Digital transformation
- Industry convergence
- Regulations
- Sustainability
- Customer experience

Critical issues

Pivoting to the intelligent supply chain of the future will require leaders to address these factors:

- Broken, siloed, and stranded data
- The blurred line between manufacturing and retail
- Sustainability across the value chain

Past, present, and future of supply chain

- Leave behind low-information, pushed-based supply chains
- See insights in today’s mountains of manufacturing data
- Find your path to tomorrow’s end-to-end transformation

By 2023, 60% of G2000 manufacturers will invest in AI-infused robotic process automation to automate tasks, increase productivity, and address the supply chain skills deficit.
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Download the e-book

Learn more about manufacturing supply chain solutions.